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As a L:o%ernment statement of curriculum polio for the
Primal-% and Junior Di% isions of Ontario elemental-%
schools this dlLitmcnt represents a.departure from its
predecessors in a dumber of %%acs ,

13% summariiing pros moat goals and currieuluni
e \pectations in a succinct manner. as is done here. w e hope
that all teachers administrators, trustees and parents will
tind it easier to keep overall obiecti% es in clear perspecti% e,
remembering alwa%s that the inch% idual child in the
classroom is the ultimate reason for the emstence of our
schools

\ nother departure of major signifiLanLe N the new
polio of the Ministr% of Education which %%dr mearkthat
this basic polio document will he hacked up and
supported 1)% a %ariet% of publications intended primard%
for teachers as th % %%auk out the application of the
curriculum, in the lassroom

In addition to elaborating on the evectations outlined
here most of these supplmental publications will contain

1.4fpractical mformatitm and ideas that can he put to use in
the classroom

U A hook entitled Edu«ilum in the PrmuTh andJunior
pilinom,%%hich w ill pros icle a philosophical basis for the
program in these di% l'$44.)iis, will also he published

\Ian% ha% s_le \ pressed concerp about the tea ng of
basic skills in our school \\ hile it Imo. -, %%acs been

accepted that a firm tounda orriiiii.t he established in the
earls %ears of afillik. ec ucation we must recomie the
evrengsf-e-erriCerns and react appropriatek to them In this

-ch-s-cainien't. the matter of basic skills has b.een addressed in
a responsible and educi4M511% sound manner

\s alw a% s the mayor challenge falls to educators at the
local le% el to translate the objectives into rele% ant learning
e \ pc riences for each of our children

2/totactA x444114
I homas,L. Welk
Minister of Education
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Ontario's Approach to Curriculum
flow ey er spontaneous it ma\ appear goo,c1 education
requires careful planning Planning May he fornal or
informal. .onducted in groups or by indiv 'duals, deliberate
or intuitiYe, continuous or intermittent. or some
combination of all of these

But yy hates er the method. planning impli.es purpose and
a careful correlation between means and end The end
result is curriculum. the particular arrangement of
objectly es. content. and learning experiences within
the school

As part of its province-wide responsibility. the Ministry
of Education establishes a common framework of goals
and aims for education in Ontario. and sets out in a
general was the learning opportunities that the programs
in the schools should make available For the Primary and
Junior Di% isions of our elementary schools, these
pros 'mons are embodied in this document, known as
Circular PIJ I

This policy of issuing guidelines rather than detailed
courses of stud acknowledges that, to he effectiv e.
curriculum must he closely related to the characteristics
and needs of the particular pupils for w hom it is planned. ,

Thus, while the Ministry articulates the broad goals. it
is the responsibility of the local school boardsthrough
their supervisory officialsto formulate local programs
that are within the rationale of the provincial policy and
at the same time reflect local needs and priorities.

School staffs, both as individual teachers and as a
collective body under the leadership of the principal, have
the task of planning classroom programs specifically
adapted to the children for whom they are responsible.

curriculum planning is a process that must be widely
shared Workina within the boundaries of provincially and
locally established purposes and priorities, those most
aware of the children's needs and the community's
expectations-parepts. teachers. principals, supervisory ,

officials, as well as the children themselvesmust all he
involved in the planning process in appropriate ways.
Local supervisory officials and principals have particular
responsibility for providing leadership in planning. and for
ensuring that specific objectives and the means used to
achieve them are consistent with overall purposes and
priorities

Not every prothablo learning opportunity can he
planned in advance. but the overall direction of learning
can and should he Parents and Cher citizens have the



reasonable expectation that the professional educator will
ha% e a clear understanding oloy era!! purposes. and of how
the %.arious deny Ines .planned for children fulfil these
purposes .

In man jurisdictions. committees define aims and set
priorities in terms of community expectations They
identik local resources. refine perceptions that might
affect the general sequencing of instruction, and'proy ide.
as ft':mporar assistance fdr less experienced teachers, more
or less detaLled outlines of work and sample units

Howe er extensive this assistance. the major
responsibilit% for planning curriculum rests w ith the .
school Only b% accepting this responsibility can it respond
to the special needs and characteristics of the children in
its care. and work towards achieving the aims of the school
and the school system:

Much of the neiessary planning (and in some situations
almost allot' it. especially in relation to day-to-day
ado, tties) must We done by the individual teacher. Certain
Important parts of the planning process are. howev.er, best
done co-operatively. in Some cases by the entire teaching
staff. in other cases by all the teachers of a given division.

Indkidual teachers have the responsibility of selecting
strategies. eesources, and activities appropriate to the
needs of itidnidual chlldren.,who should then be invoked
in setting short-term objectives, in devising ways and
means of accomplishing tasks. and in choosing activities.

Teachers planning b% division can articulate objectives
for that, division and share resources and strategies for
achieving them. They should strive to achieve a consistent
focus and to eliminate excessive repetition and overlap

In planning sessions attended by the entire teaching
staff of a school, teachers can share ideas and reach con-
sensus on the objectk es for each division nd on the ways
in w hich the contribute to the overall air& of the school.
They can gain a unified sense of direction and a better
understanding of the levels of expectations for children of
% arious age groups. In so doing, they will he able to de-
y clop a more consistent program with concomitant oppor-
tunities for each child to advance at his own rate

The more communication and sharing take place, the
more relevant will be the information available to the
classroom teacher, who in the end must make the day-to-
day decisions that guide the direction of learning":

3
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The Formative Years
Education in the Primary and Junior sears. both in the
home and in the school, is of paramount importance The
eAperienLesof these earls sears mould the Child's attitudes
to learning and pros kle the bask skills and impetus for
his continuing progress

In setting. out the fundamentals of the program for the
Primars and Junior Do, isions of the elementars schools of
Ontario. reLognition has been gis en to the following,
important factors

the philosophical Commitment of our souets to the
worth of the mills 'dual,
sigmtkant research conducted in Canada and abroad.

a the reLommendations and viewpoints contributed his
teachers parents. trustees, administrators. and other citi-
zens,of this pros inLe through the cs.clic res iess process
It h the polies of the Go\ ernment of Ontario that es ers

child hake the opportunity to des clop as completely as
possible in the direction of his or her talents and needs.
On behalf of the educational Community and other citi-
/ens the aos eminent pledges to support an education
that des elops basic skills.inow ledge, and attitudes, that
ended\ ouN to pros ide a fuller life during a child's years
the Primary and Junior DRisions, and that endeas ours to
nurture es en, Child's growth so that each may he able to
Continue his.or her education with satisfaction and mas
'share in the lift of the communits kkith competence.
integrus. and los'

It follows that the curriculum will pros ide opportunities
fir each"Lhild (to the limit of his or her potentiaft

to acquire the basic skills fundamental to his or her
confirming education.
to des clop and maintailh confidence and a sense Of
self-wortri,
to gain the knowledge and accifre the attitudes that he.
or she needs for active participation in Canadian society.
to des clop the moral and aesthetic sensitis its necessary
for a complete and responsible life
It is also the policy. of the Government of IlDntario that

education in the Primary and Jumor'Divisioers he con-
ducted so that each child mas have the opportunity to
des clop abilities and aspirations without the limitations
imposed his sex-role stereotypes

U



lo achieve these goals. the \linistr\ of Education holds
Lertain exile\ Lawns regarding the nature of the programs
in the Prima\ and Junior Dt\ isfons and the related
responsibilities of teachers. principals and supers isor\4,
officials file responsibilities tnelude

) planning and implementing programs ionsistent with
- the goals and expectation; of the Ministry of Education,

(2) assessing each child's laRwil..! on a continuous basis to
ensure learning at a level and rate that are, in keeping
with indi\ Kiwi) abilities and, v,here warranted. 'diagnos-
ing difficulties and making appropnate changes in the
program or teaching-learning strategies:

(3)ensunng that each child expenences a measure of suc-
cess in his or her endeavours, so that each may de-
selop the self-confidence needed for further learning.

(4) organizing space and facilities and providing resources
that allow scope for imaginative and vaned activities.

(5)coinmunicating,with parents concerning each child's
progress.

'Programs developed at the local level should provide
each child with opportunities to achieve the levels of com-
petence and the firms of growth and development im-
plied in the aims that follow, Such programs should allow
individual children to move beyond the expectations
of the program without subjecting those who cannot reach
them to loss of elf-esteem or confidence The programs
should also accompodate any modifications that may he
necessary to meet1he needs of children with learnm?or other
disabdifies.

Aims related to Ctmmunications (language and mathe-
matics) have been set out separately for each division, and
mas he found on pages 6 to 16 Aims related to the Arts
and to Env ironmental Studies are not allocated to particu-
lar divisions. and are outlined orvyes 17 to 23 The
sequence in which the aims are lisM in the document
does not imply aaorder ofpnontv.

Listed under each aim are a number of more specific
-learning opportunities that contnhute to the major aim.

5



Priniary Division
By the end of the Primary Division, the progra should have provided
the child with the opportunity to acquire competehe in the areas
outlined below.

1 earning experiences in the Primar\ Division will enable the child to:
Arithmetic 1. cbederstand and use numbers and operations

classify, order, and match objects in a collection. including
structural materials such as rods, blocks, and interlocking cubes:

count. group. and use notatioi for recording:

master number facts relatedto addition. sublraction.
multiplication and diLision of w hole numbers w fifth are
re le\ ant to his or her e \perience.

.J
recognize and use patterns such as 5 + 9, 15 + 9. 25 +9 85 +9.
5+ 7.15 +7, 5 +17. 3 +4 =4+3 5x 9=9 x5 (commutative
pr<crtL ). 2 -1-(3 +4)=.(2-4-3)+ 4. 3..x(4x5)=(3 x4)x 5
(associatiL c propert\.)

acquire an understanding of the.Loncepts of simple fractions
(including equiialent fractions) and decimals.

appIL arithmetic to e' en WI) problems and recognize through
such Jet; itio the need for further skills

-11

Weasurement 2. Use measurement in relevantesituations with an understanding
of the concepts involved
acquire an understanding of the concept of conservation of
quantity:

match, compare. and order lengths, areas, volumes. masses.
time, and temperature, using appropriate terms:

measure. using arbitrary units and standard units, with a degree
of precision appropriate to his or her stage of development,

estimate quantities ,.by sight. touch, or by comparison with
familiar objects (such as parts of the body) and confirm
estimates by measurement:

use metric units of length. area, volume, mass, and temperature.

4
U
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Primal-) Division

Geotneto. 3. Understand relationships involving space and shape
e recognize spatial patterns in the en% ironment.

desLribe. identik and elassik obieets-bN attributes suLh as
shape, thickness, colour. and texture.

identik solids suLh as the Lone. LA lirelder sphere, cube, euhoid,
prism and pNraimd. and use terms such as late. edge, and
vertex.

construct _uhes. Lubaids. prisms, pNranfids. and other three-
diniensional shapes and frameworks, using patterns and
appropriate materials.

identik plane figures suLh as the triangk. reLtangle. square,
pentag,on.4xagon, octagon. and circle,

reLounize sNminetrN in three-dimensional and 0,Na-dimensional
figures.

use intraduLtarN LamparatiNe ideas of .,Cale:stiLh as tion Ctrs
laro, three 111110 as lot', hall as htlzh:f reLognize similarik through the use of drawings, maps, and
scale models -

Listening '4. Listen with sensithiq and discrimination
e !Nate. interpret, compare, classifv, and discuss a variety of

sounds,

recognize variations in intonation, volume, stress:pitch, and in
the whole meloLiN of speech,

recognize the qualites and teNures of sound:

recognize a \and\ of language patterns, rhymes. sounds, and
rhythms and make comparisons and find relations, __hips:

differentiate sounds within words (phonics).

appreL late poets and prose that Ls read aloud h others, and
explore and interpret the human experience, feelings.-and
values expressed therein,

o appre late models of good speech and of the drew\ e use of
sound and music.

ficquare an understanding of oral ducolons. messages. and
reports

7



Prinian Diision

I% .

Speaking 5. %rticulate his or her twin ideas. thoughts. and feelings ttith
confidence and lucidity
Use speech to establish and maintain groups in v hi Lh leaf lung
is hkelc to lick: u r ,

2

form ideas through impromptu talk. using incomplete and
tentati\e structures it necessarx

mater .1ocabularx that enables him or her to name, describe.
reason. explain, and use qualuatRe cords as he or she plays.
obserx*es, manipulates. creates, and experiments \Null
stimulatimi ntiterials:

discuss topics and issues that are personallx significant.

participate in dramatic play. puppetr., choral speech. and oral
reading

t . e
1141 lit4



Priman Divilion

Reading 6. Learn to read using the initial skills and Km esses that he or
she finds most effective
collect words and phases that are personally signitkant,,eand
elassits them and use them LreatNek arious,w a s g

booklets and dictionaries)

pertei e regularities and dilierenees th-at Lharaderue words,

use his or her own words to build ness sentence patterns.
grouping rhs ming words or words that begin in the same was
Into families seeing little words in caraer words making ness
words hs adding protixes and supxes or hs substituting letters.

understand and use simple s\ ntaLtiL. phoncinK, graphenm
cues:

o apply his or her reading skills to s anon, kinds and les els of
materials, ukluding his or her own work and that of peers

Reading '. ppret iate the significance and function of reading in his or her
ossn life
use reading as a source Or information and enjo\ meat,

respond to print stimuli within the en. ironment (signs, labels.
directions. letters. initials).

use a librar or resource centre.

organise and re ord information,

de. s clop an interest in a w ide arum\ of reading materials

liwding 8. Read independently ssith enjoment,and Ilith a fluenev
appropriate to his or her stage of development
des clop anti use a S Ariel% of techniques for deLoding words.

o understand and respond in personal waNs to the ideas. attitudes,
and feelings expresced in ariousleVihs materials.

draw inferences from context. relate them to personal
experiences. and extenAbe ideas presented in a sanely of , .
wa\s.

o des clop his or her ow nOading materials hs matt, ipon
personal experieuces and language:

o use readmg as a source of personal eitchment and plewsure
anti thus take the firer steps in recogniring and appreLiating
literar salue

9



Priman Di%ision

U riling

210

9. Express experiences, thoughts, and feelings in %riting with clarit
and sensithitN
master a LoLabularL of words' phrases and expressions through

hich personal feelings. sensations and obserL ations an he
adequatck expressed,

experiment with words. word patterns. and idioms.

develop a sense of sequence and logiL that enables indiL idual
progress from isolated phrases or sntepLes to the coherence of
-a patifgra ph.

'demonstrate an appreuation of style h. incorporating in his or
her own wrrting ettectiLe words or phrases selected from those
encouptered ih reading and listening.

demonstrate a knowledge of the patterns of spelling and rules
of punctuation required for clarity,*

demobstrite a know lege of commod grammatkal forms,

write le in a manner appropriate to his or her stage of
de\ elopment.,

use writing for creative expression g stones and verses),

use writing for practital purposes (e,g , sequential instructions
for specific operation,..short letters requesting permission or
information),

assess his or her omit writing in appmpriate ways:

a'ppreuate,4hat writing can he used to inform. to explain, to
describe, to narrate, and to give voice to imagination
and fantasy

U4
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.Junior Division
On arrival in the Junior Division, some of the children may still lack
the competence and confidence they need. They,are in a stage of
transition and may require continued indiVidual help and varied
practice.

The children who are reod and who have acquiredcompetence in
the areas outlined for the Primary Division may proceed
consolidate and extend these areas in the directions outlined for the
Jwiior

By the end of the Junior Division, the program will have provided
the child with the opportunity to develop competence in the areas
outlined helow.

Learning experiences in the Junior Division will enable the child to:

Arithmetic 1. Lse mathematical concepts and arithmetic operations with
understanding
compute efficiently using standard al2orithms:

understand and use thre commutative. associative. and
distributive properties.

add: subtract. multiply. and divide. using decimals and fractions.

use simple algebraic notations for number relationships such as
1 p=4sA-i-v =24.

relate the members of one set to members of another set using
ideas of coThespondence a d mapping. including the
interpretation od develop ent of graphs. charts. maps.
models. and other forms of r presentation:

use mathematical language orrectly in real-life situations (e g..
eqiiql.equivalent. congruent mean. probablv.. sample):

draw.conclusions from ev dense obtained through
experimentation or logic reasoning and apply mathematics to
the solution of everyday ractical problenis.

MeaAurement 2. Consolidate and exte d the measurement skills outlined for the
Primary Division

o estimate length. ar a. volume. mass. time. temperature. and
speed with an apt opriime degree of precisio

use the relation. hips between different units of length. area.
volume. and -lass within the metric system:

acquire a i demonstrate measurement skills involving the use
of instru ents s ch as protractOrs. clinometers. and magnetic
camp. ses. '

sol meanin ful problems involving measurement and
ca culation ith metric units.

1
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Junior Dikion

Geometry 3. tnderstand more complex spatial relationships
o classif shapes in space (three-dimensional shapes) and in the

plane ( o-chmensional shapes) according to their attributes.

discos er patterns and identifs properties of mo-dimensional
and three-dimensional figures b tiling in the plane,and
stacking in space.

o des elop concepts of s mmetrs relattd to point-, line-, plane-.
rotational, and translational s mmetr;

o identik the smmetries of figures in the plane and of objects
ry in space,

o understand and use \Nords is as slide. turn, md flip in
describing motions or figs s in the plane and in space:

o des clop and use the concept of co- ordinates,

a understand; represent. and use concepts such as vertical,
hori:ontal, perpenthttilttr, parallel. tingle. triangle. and poll gon,

a understand the concept of congruency:

identify relationships bemeen sumla figures and appIN
,

measurement skills in scale drawings

e

12
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Junior Division

Reading 4. Become aware of deeper levels of meaning in reading
* master the essential word recognition strategies and use them

apphipriatek'as they are required(coitextual. structural, and
phonic clues and the dictionary).

expand his or her knowledge of words as personal eperienLes
expand and as the abilit to use the diLtionary a thesaurus. and
books dealing with the origins of words increases.

o understand inLreasingIN complex language patterns. styles.
and forms.

1.

recognize the ariet of contextual. sty listicind sNmbolic dues
that an author uses to communicate meaning:

adjust reading speed and techniques to his or her purposes and
to the reading material,

produce reading materials and share them with others.

understand and interpret ideas in poetry and prose and thus go
beyond mere comprehension and recall of factual detail.

compare ideas or statements and predict conclusions.

Io use reading as a source of personal enrichment, relaxation, and
pleasure

Reading 5. Use reading as a source of information
select realistic goals and formulate manageable questions for
indi Kiva' investigation.

make extensie use of the school library resource centre artll ts
reference and resoufce materials:

obtain information from graphic sources such as pictures.
cartoons. diagrams. charts, maps, and tables.

ea ad on information rec'eRed from recipes. directions. Manuals.
or patterns and evaluate the product.

ei check information for relevance. authenticity. and bias.

e search 'for and detect inconsistencies and fallacies in texts.

* organize pertinent information by paraphrasing. summarintig.
and recording.

express personal interpretations through notes, paintings.
drratwations. models, maps. or diagrams:

test personal interpretations through interaction with others

1 of
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Junior Division

Reading 6. Develop a deeper appreciation of excellence in reading materials
o , read from a di\ ersitied selection of materials such as poems.

biographies. noels. plays. myths, legends. newspapers.
magazines. and cartoons:

read critically and develop an appreciation of tut Lion. style.
feeling, intention. rhythm. mood, plot. and characterization.

Writing

14

begin to understand conflict in c1 aracter and in ideas
and values,

do clop an interest in reading for recreational purposes.

react personally in a variety of ways to Ideas presented.

test the validity of personal reactions and insights in discussion
with otherS.

develop personal reading tastes and Interests.
_ -

7. Express in writing personal experiences, thoughts, and feelings
with greater clarity and sensitivity
select. record. and use interestingrWords. phrases: and
expressions gathered in the course of personal experiences or
obtained front a dictionary or other reference source:_

identify the essence of what is to be leartie.d and record it in
his or her own words:

preseht ideas and information logically in paragraphs and in
outlines and reports:

experiment with more compact phrasing and interlocking
constructions:

, demonstrate a growing knowledge of standard grammatical
forms: 4

demonstrate a growing knowledge of the pattirns of spelling
and rules of punctuation required for clarity:

understand how words are put tog'ether, identify syllables.
recognize and use prefixes. suffixes, root words. synonyms,
antonyms. and homonyms.

demonstrate a growing ability to present thoughts. feelings. and
experiences in a personal style



Writing

Ha dwriting 9. Develop legible handwriting commensurate with his or her
psycho-motor skills
demonstrate in handwriting an understanding of the elements
of form and spacing and the use of margins and capitals.

Junior Division

b.

8. I. nderstand that writing can be used for many purposes and that
the purpose determines the form of writing; and the kind of
language used
adapt language to the intended purpose so that it effectix el
expresses personal experiences and reelirig,.

-e acquire and dernkmstrate the ability to use different forms of
writing le g diaries. letter,. instruction,. outlines. news items or
script,. record, of trips or experiments).

, . .

communicate through imaginative and personal forms of
writing (e g.. stories. plays, poems. fables)..

recognize and appreciate modelsof good wriang:

recognize that facilitx in writing is gained through practice

appraise and improve writing in the light of the pu1'pose
or audience

N't

;In
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Junior Division

Livtening

.Speaking

16

10. Extend and consolidate listening skills and develop an
appreciation of orahepmmunication and literature
demonstrate increaseil competence in the elements of listening
outlined for the Pnmary Division,

acquire and demonstrate the abilit to listen critically ,

listen to an increasing range of prose and poets and become
aware of the human experience, feelings, and aloes expressqd
therein,

understand and communicate with people w ho use different
language patterns,

listen sensitively and critically to oral reports and views
expressed in a discussion and make pertinent contributions,

demonstrate the ability to extract information from
oral sources

11. Extend and consolidate the speaking skills outlined for the
Primar), Division
develop his or her pro, ate sews through interacOop with others,

demoristrate in conversation, discussion, oral reading.
inter lox mg. oral reporting, and role -play mg the vocabulary,
language pattecns, and oral styles approp"nate in questioning.
explaining, describing, reasoning, and evaluating:

understand and use the.speaking skills involved in drama.
newscasting, idverusing. and other forms of oral presentation.

understand and use the speaking skills required for the effective
use of the telephone, the tape-recorder, and other contemporary
communication devices,

appreciate that speech can convey nuances of emotion and
attitude over and above its hterM content:

appraise and improve personal speech habits.



Primary and Juni r Divisions
In the Priarl and Junior Divish s, the program provide the
(hihl vith everienees designed to er the lorms id development
outlined below.

the child in the Primar and Junior Divisions will be given
importunities to:

Increase sensitis it of perception through the use of all the
senses and develop the capacit to express this sensitivh through
a sariet of creative media
appreciate that his or her Own ideas and feelings has e clue and
are worthy of expression:

dev dor the andit Y. to express his or her ideas and feelings
throCigh July e participation in drama. music. physical
education. and the visual arts,

become aware of hit, or her Keactions to physical sensation and
de\ clop a healthy. positive attitude low ards them,

classify ohiects hy attributes such as colo4, texture, shape.
smell, sound, and mass and develop yocabulary to describe
and identify them,

use the opportunities provided hy the arts to practise'pr'ohlem-
soloing both indopendently and co-operatiy eh.

enjoy the power of creation through the use of colour. pattern,
mov ement. sound. language. and materials:

IlentifY. and use ideas gathereil from the arts (c g. those in
nursery rhymes, songs. dramatic activities. the visual arts) to
bettqr understand our society.

do elop the freedom of thotwht necessary fior creativity

Perception
and

1.

Expression

Drama r-Develop self - awareness and self- confidence through drama and
related Creative activities
disco\ er and clarify assumptions. points of view, and emotional
reactions and gain an awareness of his or herorole as well as
the roles others play

co-operate with others and develop empathy with than hy
working with them and exchanging ideas freely.

do elop the .ability to concentrate and gain confidence from
growing powers of self-expression.

develop a greater awareness of hodilv movement and of some
of the factors inherent in movement expression (e g . both 6.`
awareness, hods Jen\ its, relationship of self to space and to
others. quality of movement)

17



Primal and Junior IThision

Music

Visual Arts
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3. De clop sensitiit sound and thus acquire A base for,grouth
fn music

b enjoy and expel-ten e music through singing. playing. listening.
creating. moYing. a d dirkatizing.

enjoy singing arid become familiar with a NA, ide repertoire of
songs,

recomte and discriminate between different types of sounds
heard in daily life and explore'their potential relationship to
music.

listen to music of carious periods and styles,

produce and experimen ith sounds through a ariety of
means in order to hecomc-Inci-ifasimalY sensitn, e to rhythm.
pitch. dynamics, timbre. forni. melaly, and harmony:

develop the ahilgy to use pitched and unpitched sounds in
cream e ycay.

become lannhar with and develop the ability to use the
language and grammar of music as a means of communication.

4. De clop isual awareness, sensith it), and appreciation
experience and respond to forms, esents. and materials in the
environment.

perceive qualities of form such as similarities and contrasts,
surfaces. patterns, rhy thms. cohesiveness, line, mass, space. and
colour unnatural and manufactured objects and materials;

clarify and express personal experiences ani.1 feelings in visual
form through' a variety of materials and activities such as
modelling. construction. painting, and drawing:

l share s isual expressions and relate theni getiecally to the work
of other people

------ -----



Primao and Junior Disisions

Phisical 5. Deelop creathit), confidence, and physical fitness through
Education physical actisities

des clop gro-ss and brie motor skills through a \\ ide ariet\ of
ph N. sl,eal activities,

de\ elop an understanding of mo\ ement and a loge of igorous
item \.
des elop the abilit\ to estimate spate and distame in relation
to his or her own ph\ sical capabilities and movements.

partiLipate ndnudual and group games. mo\ ement
e\plorationaNi\ ities. dance, and g\ nmastic sequences.

do elop an appropriate degree of balance. strength. speed.
, preosion. and econom \ of effort in physical actions.

f
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Primary a'nd.funitir Division

f .

6. kcquire some bask understandint of his or her physical and.,
e tronal nature and of the principles of healthy living
Acqu an understanding. ,it an approprite dev elopmental
levc 1. of such life processes as respiration:digeNtion. and
reproduction and of the basic structure of the human body as
it relates to these processer

appreuate the relation of physical development to ability,
emotions, ittitudes, and behaviour,

acquire an understanding of ihe use, misuse, and abuse of mood
and behaviour modifiers:

appreciate the interdependence df people and their
environment and the effects of environmental conditicins

.. . ,+on heal*: , : i
ti*

acquire an understanding of the fundamentals of good nutrition
and become familiar with some of the alternative ways of
maintaining these fundamentals as reflected in the culinary
practices of yar'ious cultural groups:

develop appropriate understandings regarding sexuality.

7. Begin to delMop a personal value system within a coiitext that
reflects the priorities of a concerned society and at the,same-time
recognizes the integrity of the individual
become aware of the N. aloes that Canadians regard as essential
to the well-help:L.+ and continuing development of,theinsociety
namely. respect for the individual: concern for others, soeial."
responsibility. compassion, hones'ty, and the acceptance of work,
thought, and leisure as valid pursuits fclr human beings:

,begin to develop a personal set of values by identifying value
6-4114rnatly es and their Consequences, selecting personal values

froieffle alternatives, internalizing the values selected, and
acting in accordance with the'values selected:

identify and analyse public value issues.



Primal-) and Junior Dhision

Decision- 8. Declop the abilit) to make informed and rational decisions
Malting o extend and orgamie pers(Inal questions and interests and

Nt

participate in purposeful first-hand in estigations.

develop the elements of the sLientitiL method. i e acquire the
skills of careful and objective observation, learn to distinguish
het een observation and inference. and use observation to test

eas, investigate amhiguits. and make prediLtions, inferences.
an( generahiations:.

* mak effective use of the various tv pes of notation and
re offing techniques,

o develop the ability to Obtain information from seLondary
sources by learning to plan an investigation and to formulate
questions specitiL enough for IMesugation. to locate sources of
intyrmation pertinent to a partiLulap fact or theme, to identif).
The main point in a paragroph, to tAplavt this (milk and rewrite
the information in his or her own words, to check information
for acLuraLv, examine conflicting evidence, draw reasonable
Lonclusionsfrom texts, pictures, and charts, and to make useful
notes of the information obtained from first-hand observations,
refereme`materials. audio-visual media, and interviews,

organiie mtOrmation to illustrate 1point, sustain an argument.
or provide a basis for dixision-making 4
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Priman and Junior Division

The " 9.
1 ndi
'and Society

I

Science
and
Geography

22

.

t uderstand social relationships at a lesel appropria e to his or
her stage of doelopment
understand his or her own nature and needs as a :Isis for
understanding the nature and needs of others.

appreLiate that his or her Ailnons as an indi; idua are reflected.
In how es er small a a. in his or her ph; sical an,, eultdral
setting

des clop insights into the functioning of groups and the
indt iduai's role in them,

understand some of the factors that contribute tk.i effective
interpersonal relationships,

des elop self-respect. respect for the rights of others, and respect ,
for the rule of lass,

appreciate the de; elopment of L.iilization through the ages and
understand and respect customs. institutions..ande historical
background of di; erse social groups and communires,

d elo n understanding of such concepts as communut:
culture. and interdependence:

learn the social skills and attitudes upon which effective and
responsible co-operation and p'articipation depend

_

10: Understand the environment, both in terms of the nature of its
parts and of the pat
des clop an :marl.
it affects and in
and present.

ins that characterize it as a It'holc."
NS of the natural ens ironment and of how

irn is affected bs human aetis Ries, past

des clop an initial understanding of the relit
natural things (e g., the relattonshipbetwee
erosion). among natural and manuftkctured
machinery and air pollution). and between

kinships among
weather and
hings (e.g., between
eople and things

(e g . between the quaint/ of life and the aut(mobile):

O perceWe the development of patterns and relationships over
time surf as the structure-function pattern of living things, the
interdependence of living things, and the r i lawn of the form
and structure of materials to properties am function,

o develop concepts basic to goence, such as natter, mass, force.
energy. time. temperature. change, interde endence,growth, and
development. ,



Priniar and Junios.Dhision

(*unudian 11Acquire a reasoned knovviedge of and pride in Canada
Studies r beLrmic familiar with the geography and L lure thy

communitN, the= pros inLe. and the countr.

,;

6 do clop an aw areness of law &rid go eminent. and of the rights
and duties of ( anadian citirens, .

. belome familiar with the historical do, thethe
communio, and. at appropriate lo, els. of J,11 e proN inLe and the
wilful.% .

do. clop and retain a personalodentth hn, becoming acquainted
ith the historical roots of the communth and culture of his
her origin and'bN, ,do, eloping a sense of continua\ with

i e past.

begin to understand and appreciate the points of \ iew of ethmL
and cultural groups other than his or her own

2t)
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Central Ontario Region
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